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Abstract. Digitization of three-dimensional sculptures is a well-developed
technology for preserving antiquities. After digitizing they could be represented
in various computerized spaces, virtually, such as in cyberspace, in virtual
reality space, and in augmented reality…etc. However, contrary to physical
demonstration of 3D sculptures in traditional museums or exhibitions, the
virtual representation may lose some degrees of reality of sculptures or create
various ways of interactions for viewing sculptures. In this research, there are
three kinds of environments for re-presenting 3D sculptures: the physical reality
(PA) in a space, virtual reality (VR) with a big screen, and augmented reality
(AR) of Head-Mounted Display (HMD). By utilizing questionnaire to analyze
users’ perceptions and requirements of viewing 3D sculptures, this research
will compare several aspects, such as visualization, operational interactions,
and psychological feelings in the experiment of three exhibition environments.
Finally, based on the results from questionnaire, we attempt to propose a suitable
environment for exhibiting the virtual 3D sculptures.
Keywords: Virtual exhibition; virtual reality; augmented reality; 3D
digitalization; interaction in virtual world.

Introduction
Nowadays, based on the well-development of 3D
scanner technology, it is easy and rapid to create
3D virtual models by scanning real 3D sculptures.
The process of 3D scanning, however, still is a time-

consuming task, which included several stages of
scanning a 3D sculpture. Firstly, creating digital
models of 3D meshes by using 3D scanner without
capturing surface texture of original sculptures;
secondly, taking high quality pictures from original
sculptures and mapping them onto the 3D digital
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meshes in some sorts of 3D software; finally, refining
the details of sculptures to create the identical digital models in virtual environment (Wu et al., 2004).
This technology has been widely utilized in research
fields of archeology, archiving the ancient cultural
constructs and documents��������������������������
�����������������������������������
, and measuring old buildings…etc. After digitalization, the virtual objects
are represented in virtual environments. However,
people who participate the demonstrations of 3Dscanned sculptures in virtual world whether feel the
absence of reality of real objects, or have new interactions with virtual sculptures.
On the other hand, virtual reality and augmented reality are throughout applied in spatial representation, product demonstration, and even interactive
exhibition. In the virtual environment, people enable to experience more interactive behavior than
traditional one. Numerous designs of exhibitions in
virtual environment, made by scholars, emphasize
the consideration����������������������������������
s���������������������������������
of ‘human centered’ design; however, whether the considerations have been focused
on the visitors’ psychological needs for viewing 3D
sculptures in virtual environment, or just only the applications of representation technology.
In the physical exhibition environment, the only
way of interaction between the users and sculptures
is watching them in a fixed distance without touches;
on contrary, in the virtual environment, the technologies offer various interactions to examine sculptures
by different simulation technologies. Nevertheless,
no studies have ever tried to investigate the differences between physical and virtual environments in
terms of psychology aspects from visitors.
In this research, therefore, the objective is to
compare the visitors’ psychological needs among
three kinds of exhibition environments, including
physical reality (PR) in a real space, virtual reality (VR)
with a stereographic-projected screen, and HMD of
augmented reality (AR). By analysing the interactive
characteristics of each environment, the suitable
environment for demonstrating 3D sculptures in
virtual world will be proposed, eventually.
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Related works
In the virtual exhibition environments, simulated
by various kinds of computer technologies, people
could experience the virtual objects and spaces, like
what they feel in physical world.���������������������
Moreover, the sculptures for representing in exhibitions of this study are
built by 3D scanner. After the digitalization of sculptures, we represent these digital sculptures in virtual
exhibition environments. However, this study will
not focus on the process of digitalization, but concentrate on comparing three kinds of representation
environments: physical reality of exhibition (PR, the
abbreviation of physical environment in this study),
virtual reality environment (VR), and augmented
reality presentation (AR). Therefore, in the following
sections, we illustrate VR and AR of virtual exhibition
environments.

Virtual Reality, VR
There are no absolute definitions for the word, ‘Virtual Reality’. From original text of virtual reality, that
means people could feel the physical characteristics
in a groundless environment by some sorts of assistant equipments. Howard Rheingold (1991) defined
that Virtual Reality is an experience that people are
surrounded by the computer generated environment in a 3D space, where users could walk randomly, change the visual angles, pick articles, and even
alter the status of 3D objects. Moreover, some researches proposed that Virtual Reality is the general
integration of technologies that could make people
to be situated themselves in virtual world. The technologies are including the 3D visual simulations, 3D
spatial audition simulations, interactive tracking devices, the sense of smell, and even tactile simulations
(Barfild-Furness, 1995).
The purposes of the definitions of VR attempted
to make people experienced real perceptions in the
virtual world from different channels of sensation,
such as vision, audition, taction…etc. The aim of a
successful VR system is to make viewers to feel authenticity in virtual environment, and to be one part

of the virtual system. The authenticity of simulations,
however, will depend on the different experience of
people in real world. Therefore, Burdea and Coiffet
(2003) addressed that the characteristics of the Virtual Reality system will include three key elements:
Immersion, Interaction, and Imagination (Burdea
and Coiffet, 2003).
In physical world, the sensation of immersion
is depended on vision from eyes. Thus, the visual
simulation in VR is the majority of developing new
representation technology. However, simulating the
true images in the real-time VR environment is still
remaining a lot of questions due to speed of�����
�������
comFigure 1.
The three key elements of
Virtual Reality (after Burdea
and Coiffet, 2003)

puter hardware or the render engines in VR systems.
In the virtual environment, only visual simulation is
not sufficient to mimic the real world. Interaction
with virtual objects and spaces is another key factor
in VR. For example, opening doors, turning off/on
lights, and touching objects…etc, could make people have more interactions within the VR environment by wearing some input/output devices, such
as Head-Mounted Display (HMD), data gloves, and
tracking system…etc. In doing so, users could have
more interactions and more physical feelings with
objects in the virtual space. In conclusion, receiving
users’ response and offering the real-time feedback
in virtual world enable people to interact within the
VR environment.

Through different channels of sensations by utilizing various devices, people could immerse themselves into the computer-generated virtual world. In
addition, the instant interactions with equipments
in virtual reality could make people to imagine
that they are situated in the real world. However, in
identical settings of virtual space, people will have
different imaginations because of the personal and
individual experiences. Therefore, the imaginations
of people who involved in virtual world have to be
evaluated for further analyzing the results of imaginations which brought by virtual reality.

Augmented Reality, AR
The purpose of Virtual Reality is to construct a visualized virtual world which simulated by computers.
People could experience the immersion of their bodies by the HMD or a stereographic-projected screen.
On the other hand, the Augmented Reality attempted to combine virtual objects into the physical surroundings, where people could perceive an integrated vision within virtual objects in real situations.
The original of development of AR could be
traced back to 1960. The earliest researcher of AR
is Ivan Sutherland, who taught in Harvard University and University of Utah. In 1970, he developed
the first AR system. Then, many researchers and institutes joined the relevant research of AR. For examples: the Armstrong laboratory of United States
Air Force, Ames Research Center of NASA, and the
Chapel Hill of the University of North Carolina. Until
the beginning 1990, ‘Augmented Reality’ coined by
several scientists of Boeing.

Three Environments for exhibiting Sculptures
In this research, we exhibit 3D sculptures in three
kinds of exhibition environments, including PR, AR
with HMD, and VR. By conducting an experiment in
three environments with questionnaires, this paper
attempts to compare the psychological feelings and
requirements, such as visualizations, operational
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interactions, and psychological experiences. The following will describe three environments which will
be used in the experiment.

Physical Reality, PR
The traditional environment for presenting sculptures in this study is a physical space which content
a show case about 120 cm high������������������
����������������������
, a hand-made copper sculpture, and several projecting lights to create
shadows of the sculpture and the real exhibition atmosphere. However, in order to avoid visitor to touch
the sculptures, this exhibition space is a ground
perform with a color line to isolate visitors from the
real sculptures. This environment is to simulate the
real surroundings in the museums or exhibitions, in
which people only can watch sculptures in a fixed
distance without any touches (figure 2).

The augmented reality environment, AR
In AR, by seeing through a Head-Mounted Display
(HMD), people could see artificial sculptures in the
physical space, simultaneously. Meanwhile, people could examine different parts of sculptures by
changing the seeing angles and distances between
HMD and sculptures. In this environment, we make
an effort on constructing a coexistent surrounding
of virtual and physical visualization. The setting of
the AR environment (figure 3) is using a platform of
making AR, named ‘ARToolKit’, which developed by
HIT Lab, Wanton University, to track patterns, and
then applying OpenGL ES 3D operations to display
virtual models in a HMD�����������������������������
(Prince
����������������������������
at el. 2002). By doing so, the visitor could view the details of sculptures
by changing the angles and distances between HMD
and patterns. Therefore, people could be more convenient and more close-ranged to interact with the
virtual sculptures in the physical surroundings.

The virtual reality environment, VR
The third environment, VR with a big screen, utilized
two projectors to cast two different angles of computerized virtual images in physical exhibition. This
environment is to simulate two different angles of
human versions and to represent by two projects,
respectively. By wearing stereo classes, people could
feel the stereopsis in the virtual environment (CruzNeira, Sandin, and DeFanti, 1993). With the physical

Figure 2
The PR environment of exhib������
iting 3D sculptures.

Figure 3
The AR environment of repre������
senting virtual sculptures.
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environment of computerized stereo simulation,
people may feel more immersed in the virtual world
than other environments in our experiment. Therefore, in this surrounding, subjects could experience
the 3D ��������������������������������������������
sculptures����������������������������������
���������������������������������
by walk��������������������������
ing�����������������������
around in the environment, and controlling the view points of camera in
virtual world by a wireless joystick (figure 4).
Figure 4
The VR environment within a
big screen.

the order of experiencing environments in order to
avoid the side effect of regular order of viewing process. After experiencing three environments, subjects have to be requested to complete a questionnaire for further analysis.
The purpose of this questionnaire is designed to
get cognitive requirements. Thus, the questionnaire
is �������������������������������������������������������
divided into ������������������������������������������
PR����������������������������������������
(��������������������������������������
f�������������������������������������
igure 2), AR (�����������������������
f����������������������
igure 3), and VR (Figure 4). There are two major parts of the questions in
each environment: overall perceptual experiences
and interactive requirements. The questions of overall perceptual experiences are including the sense
of reality, stereopsis, detail expressing, immersion,
interaction, imagination, and dizziness. On the other
hand, the interactive requirements are touch, zoom
in/out, movement, rotation, changing materials, and
changing ��������������������������������������������
lighting������������������������������������
s�����������������������������������
. Every question ������������������
has���������������
a 5-scaled answer. The most important is 5 points, while the least
is 1 point.

Analysis and results
The experiment
The subjects of the experiment in this research are
graduate students who study design related fields
in Graduate Institute of Design in Ming Dao University (MDU). There are 10 subjects, regardless of the
gender. The main reason of selecting students from
design background is that three representative surroundings are also the environments where they are
used to be representing ����������������������������
their designs
����������������������
in design process. Thus, without any difficulties and spending less
time, students could easily learn how to use the devices in three kinds of environments. Therefore, they
could interact with both psychical and virtual sculptures and avoid making mistakes in the experiment.
Before starting the experiment, we notice the
subjects the purpose and process of this experiment,
in which they have to examine three kinds of sculpture exhibitions. There is no time limitation during
the experiment��������������������������������������
, until they considered that they finished all environments, and are ready for filling out
the questionnaire. Subjects could randomly choose

After the experiment, the results of questionnaire
written by 10 subjects could be divided into 2 parts
to analyse: overall experiences and interactive
requirements. The first part, conceptions of the
entirety experience, could analyse the relations of
three kinds of exhibition environments in terms of
cognitive factors. Secondly, in the part of interactive
requirements, this paper attempts to figure out the
needs of interactive factors in different simulations
of 3D sculptures. Meanwhile, this research could
propose a suggestion for virtual 3D-sculpture
exhibition in the future.

Overall experience
After gathering the data from questionnaire, there
are 7 aspects to compare three sorts of experimental
environments. The 7 aspects are the sense of reality,
stereopsis, detail expressing, immersion, interaction,
imagination, and dizziness, and organized by three
lines in terms of three surroundings, respectively
(figure 5). In this study, due to the number of subjects,
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Figure 5
The results of overall ex���
periences among three
environments.

we will not propose statistical results, but only
preliminary comparisons among three exhibitions.
The deeper analysis will be the further studies from
this paper.
In terms of the sense of reality, of course, the traditional exhibition has the best score among three
environments, while AR and VR are similar and, obviously, less then traditional one. From the viewpoint
of stereoscopic, traditional exhibition has higher
score; VR is next; ������������������������������������
t�����������������������������������
hus, AR has the least��������������
score of�����
stereoscopic among all. Moreover, in the detail expressions, all of three environments are similar. In terms
of the three key factors of VR, proposed by Burdea
and Coiffet (2003), the result of immersion is that
the VR has the highest immersion then others. Then,
from the interaction and imagination factors, both
VR and AR environments are distinctively higher
then traditional exhibition. That means people could
have more interactive behaviours in the virtual environments then in physical one. However, people also
have more feelings of dizziness in both two virtual
environments.

4.2 Interactive requirements
As mentioned above, this paper will not address the
results statistically, but point out some potential
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discrepancies for further investigation. This part of
analysis is to focus on 6 interactive requirements
in observing 3D sculptures of three environments:
touch, zoom in/out, movement, rotation, changing
material����������������������������������������������
s,��������������������������������������������
and ���������������������������������������
changing ������������������������������
lighting����������������������
s���������������������
. In average, the requirements of zoom in/out, movement, and rotation
are higher than others; while the needs of changing
materials and lightings are relatively less important
for subjects. Moreover, the need of touch is different
among three environments.
In terms of three environments, AR and VR are
computer-generated virtual spaces. Thus, there are
no distinctive differences in all interactive factors
between two virtual environments (fig. 6). Nevertheless, the requirements of zoom in/out, movement,
and rotation are relatively higher than other factors.
Moreover, the need of changing lighting in VR is
higher than that in AR.
In PR, the need of touch is the greatest among
three environments (figure 6). The reason is that the
visitors might like to touch the surface of 3D sculptures; however, that is not allowed in traditional
exhibition. On contrary, the need of movement is
unnecessary in physical exhibition because they do
not need and not be allowed to move sculptures.
Instead of moving sculptures, they could move their

Figure 6
The results of interactive
requirements.

bodies to change the viewpoints to see from
������������
differ�������
ent angles.

Conclusions
In three kinds of exhibition environments of this
study, the physical surrounding is the traditional
space where people visit, like museums or exhibitions.
It is certain that the reality of sculpture and dizziness
are lower than other environments; however, the VR
and AR have higher interactions and imaginations
with virtual sculptures. ���������������������������
O��������������������������
n the other hand, the com����
parison between AR and VR, the scores of stereopsis
and immersion in VR are higher than those in AR.
The explanation maybe that the environment of
VR is a place with a big-projected screen, on which
two different angles of view points are projected.
Meanwhile, by wearing stereo glasses, people could
easily percept the stereopsis and immersion feelings
in VR surroundings.
The main requirements for visiting three
exhibitions are zoom����������������������������
��������������������������������
in�������������������������
/������������������������
out���������������������
, mov����������������
ement,����������
���������
and �����
rotation. These interactions are very common when
modeling in 3D software, like 3D max, Maya…. On
contrary, the need of changing textures is relatively
less important among all factors. Moreover, it is

interesting that the request of touch in AR is higher
than in VR; consequently, the 3D sculptures in AR
are represented much closely to people’s eyes, while
sculptures in VR representation, which has higher
scores of immersion, are some objects around a
virtual space.
The conclusion of this paper is only presenting
some interesting points from the comparisons among
three exhibitions. There are still many limitations of
this research, such as the number of subjects, the
background of subjects, representing technology,
and even the method of analyzing the experiments.
Therefore, there are many further studies from this
preliminary study. For examples, more numbers
and more background participants have involved in
further research. Moreover, an observing task will be
introduced in to analyze deeper cognitive behaviors
by using protocol analysis.
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